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20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Proudly established for over 20 years, at Global 4 we specialise in tailored telecoms
solutions for vets practices and the veterinary industry, supplying market leading
hosted telephony, broadband and mobiles.

With a proven track record of installing VoIP solutions
into vets practices and delivering quality customer
service, we can revolutionise your communications.

Established
1998

ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management
accredited

2,800 MPLS
circuits

Family run
business

ISO/IEC 27001:2013
Information Security
Management accredited

3,500 mobile
connections

Turnover
£26 million

55,000
telephone
lines

Over 8,000 phone
systems installed

Employ
110 staff

40,000 broadband
installations

2,300 customers
with 14000 sites

Challenges
IN THE VETERINARY INDUSTRY

and how Global 4 help you overcome them

Research has shown that an average vets practice
receives 1,000 calls per month that do not get
past an engaged tone

Clients calling in do not know how to get
assistance out of hours
•

•
•
•

These calls can be from clients, staff or suppliers, who are
forced to redial multiple times before they can get through
Many of these attempts are from clients trying to arrange
appointments for their sick animals
Staff regularly have difficult conversations with clients who
have had to try many times to reach the practice, increasing
tension and giving the impression of a poor attention to
care

By implementing the latest hosted telephony offering from Global
4, your phones link back to a centrally installed phone system
that uses a large pool of secure telephone lines. You can keep
your existing telephone numbers and utilise a queue system. This
allows incoming callers to wait in line for the next receptionist to
become available to handle their call without ever suffering an
engaged tone again.

•
•

Clients will call out of hours when their animals are ill
and require urgent medical assistance
Many clients will need to know the procedures and
applicable charges for out of hours care
A typical example of this would be bank holidays

Global 4 can set up your opening times by days of the week,
and implement messaging to notify clients when the practice is
closed, including the out of hours process and charges. Clients
can have the facility to leave a message and this recording is
then automatically forwarded to the vet on call who can then
decide how best to action the call. With more than one on-call
vet, the recordings can be forwarded on a round-robin system to
spread calls equally.
With the intuitive Global 4 administration web portal, you can
keep all of your settings up to date including days of closure for
bank holidays.

Receptionists spend a lot of time handling
general enquiry calls
•
•
•

As much as 60% of a practice’s incoming calls relate to
general enquiries and repeat prescriptions for client’s
animals
Often these calls will descend into longer conversations
requesting the vet’s opinion
These conversations frequently occur during busy periods
of the day where time is precious

By applying a greeting menu on the hosted solution for incoming
callers, Global 4 can provide an option for clients who wish to
make a general enquiry or order a repeat prescription.
This option can then flow into an automated and personally
recorded message giving them a brief rundown of the information
required to return their call or process their prescription. This can
subsequently go to voicemail so that the details can be left. Once
done, staff can then pick up and process the enquiries and repeat
prescriptions during quieter periods of the day.

Existing contracts have typically not been
reviewed for some time
•
•
•

Calls to UK mobiles are over 6p per minute on average
with other suppliers
Long wait times to suppliers on non-geographic numbers
mount up large phone bills
BT phone line rental charges are the highest they have
ever been

By moving over to the hosted solution offered by Global 4, you
will benefit from inclusive calls to all numbers beginning with 01,
02, 03 and 07 including UK mobiles.
Many companies from which you purchase your supplies have
now removed their 084 premium numbers and replaced them
with 03, the combination of which means you can benefit from a
dependable and significantly lower monthly invoice value.

Multi-site veterinary groups do not interact
with each other as well as they could
•
•
•

Each location is often set up independently and does not
link with others, so during busy periods in one practice
there could be calls handled in another that is quieter
It can be difficult to get through to the practice particularly
during busy periods
In the event of a telephone line fault, calls are often missed
rather than diverted

Global 4’s hosted solution allows you to bring all your numbers
across to the centrally managed system, which can route
telephone calls to any number of extensions regardless of their
geographic positioning. This means that if a call is unanswered
in one location it can also be presented to another to spread the
traffic. Additionally, easy access to the web portal allows you to
forward calls to other sites straight away if one ever goes down.
We can also provide a second and private telephone number and
internal extension number for each site that offers a priority over
the public clients’ line. This will allow vital calls from staff between
sites to be answered ahead of client’s in the queue, so that quick
and important queries can be handled efficiently to free up as
much time as possible.

Most veterinary practices do not currently
have a proactive approach to backup
•
•
•

When a phone line develops a fault, there is often no suitable
alternative on site for phone calls to route through to
Mobile data technology is largely not utilised
If the broadband goes down there is typically no backup
to use

In addition to these flow paths and web based amendments for
multi-site veterinary groups, Global 4 also offer 4G failover solutions.
By implementing a powerful Draytek 2862n router we can install a
4G dongle and Vodafone/O2 data SIM in the back.
By configuring the router to failover to the 4G backup and applying
the broadband connection with its static IP address to our monitoring
platform, we can not only keep you up and running for longer but
can proactively establish when there’s a problem. This means we
can get started on bringing you back up before you even call us.

We consolidate all of your telecoms needs in one place, so you can do everything in one go, rather than having to
contact various third parties. This means you and your team can focus on your clients and the care of their animals.
Our cloud solutions are designed specifically for the veterinary industry and will be tailored to your individual business.

Manage incoming calls
You need to be able to respond quickly and efficiently to clients, so
being able to monitor incoming and outbound calls is essential. Our
bespoke telephone systems mean you can:
Manage incoming call distribution and never miss a call again
Handle diverts, voicemails, group calls and transfers
Manage practice performance in relation to call waiting times and volumes
Use call recording and logging to protect staff, improve staff performance,
and quickly settle client disputes

Infinite scalability
Future proofed technology is essential for any long-term business
growth and hosted telephony is a fantastic investment for expansion.
Pay for each handset and increase or decrease the number as required
Add new staff to the call log system and delete old ones easily
Assign names to handsets to efficiently monitor call logs and internal calls
Utilise across multiple group sites with ease

Never keep clients waiting too long
If a client’s call can’t be answered within a certain time, the call
can be diverted to another practice rather than be missed.

Mobile access
With staff contactable in and out of the office, queries and
concerns can always be dealt with.
Display your office number even when the call is from a mobile
Record all mobile calls for your records
Easily allow roaming management staff to work remotely
Never miss a query with voicemail to email

Enhanced customer service
At Global 4, we’ve been working with the veterinary industry for
years and that gives us an insight into what matters both to vets
and clients. Equipped with a comprehensive hosted telephone
system, staff are free to communicate on the move and are able
to use their own devices, which brings an extra level of comfort
and familiarity.

Reducing telephone costs and
highlighting cost saving opportunities

every step of the way

Benefits
of hosted telephony for your
veterinary practice

How your practice can

do more

with Global 4

Improved customer relations

Reduce communication costs

Recognise your client’s numbers and
start a personalised conversation
straightaway, with our integrated CRM
and telephony, personalised interactions
can start right from “Hello ...”

Fewer phone lines mean better, more
efficient communication with your
clients

Our call overflow system means you’ll
never miss another call, and a friendly
human voice on the other end means
your customers are happier when they
deal with you
With our smartphone app, your staff
can use their own phones as part of
your telephone system as the app
routes their office extension through to
their mobile

We’re partnered with leading telephone
system providers so we can supply your
staff with the latest handsets to keep
them connected to the cloud
Inclusive calls to landlines and mobiles
means you can also reduce your
spending by up to 80%

Cost effective systems
A huge advantage of hosted telephony is the
pricing structure. There are no upfront handset
fees and you save on ongoing maintenance
and upgrades as they’re all included in your
plan. We also offer flexible price per unit/per
person, so you only pay for the number of
users you need.
Analyse call logs (intelligent wallboard
display) to reduce costs and identify trends
Observe staffing level requirements
throughout the day to monitor effectiveness
Assess who answered each call, how long it
takes to answer and length of call
Discover opportunities for staff performance
improvements

Case Study Bransgore vets
After going through a tender process, Global 4 was the obvious choice for Bransgore Vets because of
their attention to detail. They demonstrated how they could help us improve process and customer
experience, as well as save money.
We suffered from missed calls through a lack of lines and an antiquated phone system. Global 4
installed a new system where everyone can be on the phone at the same time. Incoming callers never
get an engaged tone and if we miss a call we have the ability to call them straight back. The phone
system also integrated into our veterinary management software so we could see who was calling and
get all of their details on the screen instantly.

“ Working with Global 4 has been a brilliant experience and the
feedback from our customers has been superb. I would recommend
Global 4 to any company as they really helped facilitate change ”
Mrs Tara C Zilic BVetMed MRCVS, Bransgore Vets

our services

Fast installation

High quality telephone systems

After a telecoms review, you will receive a tailored
package for your business. Once this has been signedoff, our team will install your hosted telephony along with
handsets and connected devices. This can be done within
two to four weeks at a time convenient to you.

We have partnered with the ITSPA (Internet Telephony
Service Provider Association) award winner NFON to
give you the best back end system and great value,
advanced handsets to connect you to the cloud.

24/7 monitoring

Ongoing maintenance

Our cloud based service is monitored 24/7 and upgraded
regularly to provide you with the connections and
advanced data to meet and surpass your expectations.
Almost all issues will be detected and fixed by our
engineers without any disruption to your telecoms.

Our team ensure all hardware runs smoothly providing
you with the best service possible. We use proactive
and advanced methods to prevent issues before they
occur. If you have any queries on handsets in your
practice, we provide quality customer support and
callouts.

Free internal calls

Disaster recovery

Once your business is connected via our cloud services
you benefit not only from free internal calls to landlines
across your site or multiple sites, but to UK landlines and
mobiles too. This provides cost savings and encourages
quality staff communications.

When you upgrade to hosted telephony, our
engineers will build in an automatic backup so there
is no danger of ever losing valuable business data.
Staff can also log in remotely and easily so they can
always be ready to speak with clients.

ISDN replacement
BT will stop selling services related to ISDN
telecoms in 2020 and have stated they will switch
off ISDN in 2025. Hosted telephony is the best
alternative and the future of telecoms.

With a proven track record of
increasing sales and delivering quality
customer service, we can revolutionise
your communications.

Working with Global 4
We have been established for over 20 years and are proud to be a leading telecoms provider to the
veterinary industry. After an initial telecoms review, we design the best solution tailored to your
specific needs, with non-disruptive installation and training.

Telecoms

Partnerships

Specialising in the delivery of tailored telecoms
solutions, Global 4 will provide you with
future proof business solutions for increased
efficiencies and cost saving opportunities.

We offer our customers an enhanced quality and
service by supplying Voice and Data Solutions
that are carried over the BT network. More and
more customers are relying on Global 4 for their
communication needs.

Customer service

Saving you money

Using the latest remote diagnostics we are able to
handle most client challenges in a matter of minutes.
With 24/7 support 365 days a year, we’re well-known
for our customer service from installation through to
ongoing account management. Our customers have
access to a personal and informed UK Customer
Service Help Desk along with a dedicated Account
Manager. We also follow up maintenance visits with
courtesy calls to ensure customer service excellence
is delivered every time.

We consistently work with companies to reduce
telephone costs and highlight cost saving
opportunities every step of the way, by using our
industry expertise and knowledge.
When Global 4 is invited into a business to carry out a
telecoms review, time and time again the cost savings
and improved efficiencies have been staggering.
Many of our case studies demonstrate first year cost
savings of over 40% and instant improvements to
client relations.

Potential cost savings of

40%

in the

first year
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